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Andrew has written a poem.  Read the poem and write the best answer in 

the box.  

I Am A Good Guy             By J.Andrew 

People always regard me as a good guy, 

Because I never tell a lie 

and always keep my teachers’ words in mind.  

 

I wanted to give my father a big surprise, 

so I bought him a beautiful tie.  

I always give him the love of mine.  

 

I just don’t know why,  

every time I give my sister a bicycle ride, 

her tears fall and she begins to cry.  

 

Today is the last day of happy school life, 

All of us really want to cry. 

We wave and say goodbye. 

 

1 People always think that Andrew is good guy because                   . 

A. he never tells a story          B.   he always tells lies 

C. he never tells the truth  D.   he always tells the truth 

 

2 How many stanzas are there in this poem? 

A. 2     B.   3 

C. 4     D.  5 
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3. What does Andrew always keep in mind? 

A. his brother’s words   B. his teachers’ word 

C. his sister’s words    D. his friends’ words   

4 How often does Andrew’s sister cry when she gets a bicycle ride? 

A. sometimes   B. never 

C. very often    D. every time 

5 Andrew gave her father a big surprise by ____________________. 

A. buying him a tie              B. drawing him a tie 

C. buying him a bicycle             D. drawing him a bicycle 

 

6. Who want(s) to cry on the last day of the happy school life? 

A. Andrew only   B. Andrew’s teachers 

C. Andrew and his teachers        D. Andrew and his classmates 

7. Who wrote this poem? 

A. J. Andrew   B. J. Albert 

C. C. Andy   D. C. Alan 
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